


Welcome to the Principia Discordia! 
 
Hail Eri ! All Hail Discordia! s
 

FNORD! 
 
(Are you sure you’re not a cabbage or something?) 
Now, let me warn you that this subversive little tome has been 
existence for well over 1000 years (well, okay since the late 60’s) as 
was penned by a person or persons unknown at the time. Well…okay, so 
they were (and are) known to have been Greg Hill and Kerry Thornly. So 
sue me. 
 Anywho, they wrote the silly thing and printed up about 1000 
copies and distributed them. During the actual creation process, these 
guys were pirated by “The Bobs”, Robert Anton Wilson and Bob Shea, who 
used a whole shit-load of stuff from the Principia as the basis for 
their beautiful book The Illuminatus Trilogy, available at fine 
bookstores everwhere (at least until its true subversive nature is 
brought up to the head Chimp in Charge in the Wight House and he then 
goes on one of his little tantrums and erodes further the idea that the 
American people actually have any rights.) 
 I love this book. I never knew I was a Discordian until I first 
read this little gem…and by then it was too late! When originally 
published, it was given a broken copyright – “Print What You Want, All 
Rights Reversed.” This means that any loser with the testicular 
fortitude can print the bloody thing and charge whatever they want for 
it. 
 Well, we here at Dog Soul (HQ located inside your pineal gland) 
are nice people, and we thought that you, the money-holding public, 
should have yet another chance to own this wonderful piece of 
tras……trip…………literature, AND at a bargain price! 
 Well, this is the last paragraph of this intro. Had to be put 
here, just so as to follow the Law of Fives. And always remember; Don’t 
let THEM Immanentize the Eschaton! 
 
Sean C. Frolich 
Emperor of the Eastern Empire 
Episokpos of the Anametamystikhood of Eris Esoteric 
Dog Soul Publishing 
Year of the Chinchilla 
Earth 
Sol System 
Sector 001 
Milky Way Galaxy 
Local Cluster 
Local Super-Cluster 
The Universe version 2.6 
 
PS> There’s a butt-load of adult sounding language in here, so you better not let mommy catch you reading it. You 
have been warned! 
































































































































































